
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Feilding Jockey Club @ Awapuni 
Date: Saturday, 29 October 2022 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good 4 
Rail: True (Outside Bend) 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chair), K Coppins, M Hepburn  
Vet: Dr A Sijsling 
Typist: S Shirriffs 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Race 3 
 
4 

T Comignaghi BECAUSE 
Careless riding 2000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 6-11/11 (4 days) 
A Bohorun CATSACHARMER 
Careless riding 100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 31/10-5/11 (4 days) 

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 2 
 
 
6 
 
8 

KAREHANA BAY 
Bled.  3 month stand down from racing or trialling.  2 month stand down from 
exercise.  Veterinary certificate required. 
WOLFGANG 
Required to barrier trial. 
ALBUFEIRA 
Required to barrier trial 

Follow Up: Race 7 MARRONI 

Rider Changes: Race 1 
2 
6 
7 
8 

LIPPY – K Asano replaced D Turner (Unwell) 
SHE’S PATSY – S O’Malley replaced D Turner 
MASSO – L Allpress replaced D Turner 
MARRONI – H Schofer replaced D Turner 
RIP WHEELER – S McKay replaced D Turner 

Late Scratchings: Race 6 WOLFGANG 
3.53pm Veterinary advice (at barrier) 
OXYGEN 
3.53pm Veterinary advice (at barrier) 

Medical Certificates: Required from D Turner 

Swabbing: LIPPY, STRAIGHT SCOOTER, INMYSHADOW, SOPHISTICARDO, PROVIDENCEPROVIDES, 
WHATSUP, PEP TORQUE, ZEE FALLS, REIGN IT IN. 

 

GENERAL 

D Turner did not attend today’s race meeting due to being unwell and was replaced as above.  D Turner is required to 
provide a medical certificate prior to riding next. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Nothing to report 

 



RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 RYAL BUSH TRANSPORT 1600 

EXTRAORDINAIRE (S O’Malley) - Hampered at the start when runners either side shifted ground, settling at the rear.  
Lay inwards throughout the home straight. 
 
TEXTBOOK (S McKay) - Over-raced in the early stages. 
 
INDULGE ME (J Kamaruddin) - Raced fiercely in the early and middle stages and when being steadied near the 1000 
metres went back on to ZACKERY, which had to check. 
 
ORIGIN (L Douglas) - Raced wide without cover throughout.  Finished some distance last.  L Douglas advised that after 
racing four wide throughout the gelding had little left at the finish. 
 
ZACKERY (F Lazet) - Checked near the 1000 metres.  Lay inwards having to be straightened near the 200 metres. 
 
CEE ARE EL (J Mudhoo) - Finished towards the rear and when questioned, rider advised the mare was better suited to 
more rain affected footing. 
 

Race 2 AMPLE GROUP/FEILDING HOTEL 1300 

SHE’S PATSY (S O’Malley) - Slow away. 
 
JUST BEN (A Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly. 
 
LA CAPITA (S McKay) - Slow away. 
 
MIDASWELLBJACK (T Over-raced in the middle stages. 
 
SHOWBIZ (M Singh) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
POPSAGOOSEY (K Asano) - Over-raced for some distance passing the 800 metres, having to be steadied. 
 
TIVACI PRINCESS (L Allpress) - When questioned into the run of TIVACI PRINCESS, which finished the race off only 
fairly, rider advised that after beginning well the filly was obliged to race wide throughout after failing to obtain cover 
and the effort had told over the concluding stages. 
 
KAREHANA BAY (M Hudson) - Returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils.  Following a veterinary 
inspection KAREHANA BAY was confirmed to have bled.  KAREHANA BAY shall not be ridden in exercise for a period of 
two months or start in any Race of Trial for a period of three months, and then only after a satisfactory gallop of at 
least 1000 metres in the presence of a Veterinarian.  Trainer F Campbell advised the gelding’s future will be 
reassessed. 
 

Race 3 THE PAVEMASTERS 2200 

INMYSHADOW (F Lazet) - Raced keenly in the early stages after being tightened.  Skied its head when approaching 
the first bend.   
 
DARLINGTON COUNTY (S O’Malley) - Tightened shortly after the start. 
 
SMART ATTIRE (K Hercock) - Bumped shortly after the start. 
 
JACKAROO (M Hudson) - Lay outwards under pressure in the home straight. 
 



T Comignaghi (BECAUSE) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that she permitted BECAUSE to shift inwards shortly 
after the start resulting in DARLINGTON COUNTY and INMYSHADOW being tightened.  Also affected was SMART 
ATTIRE, which was bumped.  After hearing submissions, the Adjudicator imposed a suspension of her licence to ride in 
races from the conclusion of racing on Saturday, 5 November, up to and including racing on Friday, 11 November (4 
national riding days). 
 

Race 4 PROPERTY BROKERS FEILDING 1200 

SOPHISTICARDO (J Kamaruddin) - Hampered at the start when runners either side shifted ground.  Lost the off-side 
front plate during the running. 
 
ROCKET SCIENCE (M Singh) - Clipped a heel and blundered near the 800 metres when ICONIC LASS (A Mudhoo), 
which was improving to its outside, lay inwards simultaneously as ROCONONO (K Asano) shifted outwards marginally 
when being steadied.  After interviewing riders and viewing video footage it could not be conclusively established that 
any one rider was at fault.  Lay inwards in the home straight on several occasions having to be straightened.  Rider 
lost his whip near the 200 metres. 
 
MORMAIRE (T Comignaghi) - Tightened having to switch ground outwards near the 100 metres when attempting to 
improve to the inside of CATSACHARMER. 
 
ROCOCONO (K Asano) - Raced greenly over the concluding stages, having to be straightened. 
 
PISCO SOUR (L Allpress) - Rider reported the mare raced greenly under pressure over the final stages and over-
reacted when runners either side shifted ground. 
 
A Bohorun (CATSACHARMER) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that he permitted CATSACHARMER to shift 
inwards near the 100 metres, resulting in tightening to MORMAIRE, which had to switch ground outwards to improve.  
After considering submissions the Adjudicator imposed a suspension of his licence to ride in races from the conclusion 
of racing on Sunday, 30 October, until the conclusion of racing on Saturday, 5 November (4 national riding days). 
 

Race 5 COURTESY FORD RED CRAZE BOWL 1400 

HUNTER PENCE (H Schofer) - Slow away. 
 
BELCLARE (S O’Malley) - Began awkwardly then over-raced in the middle stages. 
 
LANGKIWI (S McKay) - Raced wide in the early and middle stages. 
 
PULL NO PUNCHES (M Hudson) - Held up rounding the final bend having to be angled outwards near the 200 metres 
to gain clear racing room. 
 

Race 6 RATANUI DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 2100 

WOLFGANG (S McKay) - Removed from its barrier after becoming fractious and declared a late scratching at 3.53pm 
following a veterinary examination.  Co-trainer S McKay was advised WOLFGANG must trial to the satisfaction of 
Stewards prior to racing next. 
 
OXYGEN (J Kamaruddin) - Declared a late scratching at 3.53pm on veterinary advice after suffering a laceration to the 
nose when contacting the front of its barrier.  
 
MISTEREX (M Singh) - Raced wide through the middle stages. 
 
ALMERAKI (V Jalalkuncha) - Slow away. 
 



IRONWOOD (A Mudhoo) - Over-raced when racing wide in the early stages. 
 
D Bradley (ROSIELICIOUS) - Spoken to regarding the use of his whip on a runner out of contention. 
 
V Jalalkuncha (ALMERAKI) - Spoken to regarding the use of his whip on a runner out of contention. 
 

Race 7 MODE TECHNOLOGY FEILDING GOLD CUP 2100 (Listed Race) 

AROMATIC (J Kamaruddin) - Restrained to the rear from its wide draw.  When questioned, J Kamaruddin advised his 
riding instructions were to settle back from the wide draw to obtain cover.  J Kamaruddin advised AROMATIC was 
unsuited to the slow pace in the early and middle stages and was left flat-footed when the pace increased markedly 
near the 800 metres. 
 
EVEN CHANCE (M Hudson) - Lay inwards under pressure in the home straight. 
 
MARRONI (H Schofer) - Commenced to weaken from the 600 metres and was not persevered with in the final 
straight.  When questioned rider H Schofer felt there was something amiss with the gelding.  Stewards ordered a 
subsequent veterinary examination which revealed a poor post-race recovery. 
 
HINEPARA (S O’Malley) - S O’Malley advised HINEPARA was scratchy in its action.  Stewards ordered a subsequent 
veterinary examination which did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 

Race 8 IAN HUMPHREY MOTORS/HUMPHREY FAMILY 1400 

MAROTIRI MARSTA (S O’Malley) - Slow away. 
 
ALBUFEIRA (F Lazet) - Refused to leave the barriers with the field.  Trainer M Breslin was advised the mare must trial 
to the satisfaction of Stewards prior to racing next. 
 
ROYAL ROC (L Allpress) - Began awkwardly.  Performed below market expectations.  When questioned L Allpress 
advised that after being forced wide on the final bend the mare had little left at the finish. 
 
REIGN IT IN (K Asano) - Improved on to heels near the 1000 metres having to steady, then continued to over-race for 
a distance. 
 
RIP WHEELER (S McKay) - Held up through the home straight and unable to find clear racing room over the concluding 
stages. 
 
FABLUE (K Hercock) - Performed below market expectations.  When questioned rider was of the opinion the mare is 
better suited to more rain-affected footing. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


